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Introduction: What is Phase Transition?
Phase Transition is competition between energy and entropy.

WkS ln=Minimize Free Energy!

TSEF −= W: Number of States

For example: 2D Ising Model 

High Temperature Low Temperature 
NW 2=2=W



Introduction: What is melting?

Our image : Attractive Particle Model
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It is not TRUE!



Alder Transition
Alder and Wainright reported a melting transition with using
a particle dynamics(ED).

Hard disk     Only exclusive volume effect
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They concluded the transition is the first order.

Mermin-Wagner’s theorem ruled out a positional order



Historical Background

1962 Alder and Wainright
They reported the transition of hard-disk system with MD.

Alder transition1966 Mermin and Wagner
There are no positional order in the two-dimensional
system with finite temperature.

1972 Kosterlitz and Thouless
KT transitionNew phase with quasi-long-range order

1978 Halperin, Nelson and Young
They explaned the two-dimensional solid based on the KT transition.

KTHNY Theory

Another theory of first order transition was proposed by Chui.
This problem is still devative.



問題の難しさの整理

・物が凍るのに、構成粒子に引力相互作用はいらない

・融解相転移は、エントロピーによるanomalyのみ
・２次元、３次元ともにAlder転移はおきる

・二次元系では結晶を作れない(Mermin-Wagner)
・３次元では結晶－液体の一次転移
・2次元ではKT転移(連続転移)

・ただし、Merminの証明は有限の相互作用のみ
→剛体円盤系については良く分からない



Kosterlitz-Thouless Transition(1)

Mermin-Wagner’s Theorem
Two-dimensional systems with short-range interaction cannot break 
continuous symmetry spontaneously at finite temperature.  

No magnetization in spin systems
No positional order in particle systems

Kosterlitz-Thouless Transition

Defects: Vortices (Excitation)

Vortex has charge (Plus and Minus).
Vortices make pairs at low temperature.

Low Temperature :The system is almost uniform.

High Temperature: There are many vortices.



Kosterlitz-Thouless Transition(2)

Ordinary continuous transition(2nd order) 
Para Phase

Kosterlitz-Thouless Transition
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KTHNY Theory (1)

They treated two defects independently.

Two Defects

Disclinations (Line defects)
Dislocations (Point defects)
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Renormalization analysis like as KT, the coupling constant J
becomes relevant to irrelevant at the critical density.

They predicted two KT transitions.

A new phase, named a hexatic phase is introduced.



Bond-orientational Order
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Perfect Hexagonal Packed = 1
Completely Disordered = 0
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Index to describe how close the system is to hexagonal ordering.



Two kinds of defects

Dislocation Disclination

Singular PointBurgers Vector

Defect type                      Vector
bond-orientational order don’t destroy
Influence                          local

Defect type                        Scalar
bond-orientational order   destroy
Influence                            global



KTHNY Theory (2)
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Point!
Quasi-long-range order is power law decay.

We can determine the three phases with the bond-orientational order



Points of the Alder transition

- The simplest particle model has such a 
complicated behavior.

- What is the nature of the melting transition?
- It is pure entropic effect (Packing Entropy).

- Strong finite-size effects.
- It make the problem difficult.
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The points of our study

1) To confirm the KTHNY theory.

2) Use the particle-dynamics simulations
(Other studies use the Monte Carlo method) 

3) Observe non-equilibrium relaxation(NER) processes
of the bond-orientational order.
(Other people studied equilibrium state.)

4) Finite-time scaling analysis
(Other studies use finite-size scaling analysis.)



Non-equilibrium Relaxation Method

By analyzing non-equilibrium relaxation(NER) process, 
we can study equilibrium properties of systems.

Points

1) Save much computational time
It requires only relaxation processes.

2) Less influenced by the finite-size effects.

3) Based on a finite time scaling hypothesis

zξτ =
),,(),,( zyyd tLhLLFLtLhF HH −−=, εε

There are many studies which use the NER method with MC simulations.
In this study, we apply the NER method for a particle dynamics 
simulation for the first time.



Finite-size effect
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Numerical Simulations

The behavior of the bond-orientational order

1) Initial State    the perfect hexagonal order
2) density              controlled by particle size
3) the range of density               0.85 to 0.95
4) Time evolution              particle dynamics
5) The number of particles                  23288
6) Total steps                         1,300,000,000
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Bond Orientational Order(Log-Log)

It’s hard to determine the two critical points.



Finite-time scaling

Near the critical point, the bond-orientational order can be expressed
with a relaxation time as,

cc / ρρρε −=)).(/(),( 66 ετφεφ λ ttt −=

By renomarlization analysis, we can find the correlation length diverges as

)./exp( εξ hg −=
Using the dynamical scaling relations, we have 

)./exp( ετ ba −=

Finally, we obtained the form of the finite-time scaling function of 
bond-orientational order as,

))/exp((66 εφφ λ att −= −

Point! We can scale only under the critical point.



Scaling results(Hexatic-Liquid)
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Scaling results(Hexatic-Liquid)



Correlation Time



Scaling results(Hexatic-Solid)
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Fitting Results

Three fitting parameter λ, a ,  the critical point
We can determine λ and the critical point by analyzing relaxation time.

1) Determine the two transition points
2) Confirm the KT-transition behavior

Purpose

Results

・Liquid-Hexatic  ・・・ 0.901(2) 
・Hexatic-Solid      ・・・ 0.910(2)

Jaster estimated as 0.899(1) and 0.91.
Our results are consistent with his result.

Point! Asymmetric scaling behavior         KT transition!



NER of Fluctuation

),,(),,( zyyd tLhLLFLtLhF HT −−=, εε

Asymptotic behavior of the order parameter
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Fluctuation of the Order Parameter
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Relaxation of the Order Parameter
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The critical exponents
From relaxation of the order parameter, we obtain
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From fluctuation of the order parameter, we obtain
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Summary

1) We have studied the non-equilibrium relaxation behavior
of the bond-orientational order to confirm the KTHNY theory.

2) We confirmed the existence of the hexatic phase.

3) Using finite-time scaling, the two transition points
are determined as 0.901(2) and 0.910(2), and
we find the two transitions are of the KT transition.

4) By NER of fluctuation, two critical exponents η and z are
determined as 0.25(3) and 2.5(2).
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備考

・ １次転移 → 相関長が有限
連続転移 → 相関長が無限(臨界点で)

(相関長－界面の大きさ)

・潜熱の小さい一次転移と二次転移の区別は難しい
(cf. q-state Potts Model )
→相関長が系のサイズに達した時、無限か有限かは
原理的にわからない



Experiments

Materials

1)Absorbed gas on graphite.
2)Smectic phase of liquid crystals

Observable

1)Frank elasticity
2)X ray diffraction Bond-orientational order



Dispersity effect on 
the two-dimensional melting 



Motivation

Study complexity from a simple model

cf. ) Granular Media 

Quantitative approach 

Critical points
Critical exponents



Introduction

Dispersity effect on two-dimensional melting
Pressure

Fluid
Solid

0 Density

E. Dickinson and R. Parker, Chem. Phys. Lett. 79 (1981) 578.

W. Vermohlen and N. Ito PRE 51 (1995)4325

We study the structure’s behavior by observing 
the bond-orientational order.



Closest Packing (Hexatic)

Dispersity (binary disperse system)
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Closest Packing (Quadratic)

No overlap between big circles
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Quadratic Solid at high dispersity condition



Phase diagram of binary disperse system
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Simulation

Study stability of the configurations.

Observe relaxation behavior of bond-orientational orders.
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Results (Hexatic)
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Scaled Results (Hexatic)
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Shift of Critical Point

Solid Phase

Fluid Phase



Quadratic Packing Configuration

σ=0.4



Lifetime of the Quadratic Structure
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Phase diagram of bi-disperse system
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Summary and Discussion

1) We study a phase diagram of the binary disperse systems.
2) The phase boundary of  hexagonal solid is determined.
3) The stability of Quadratic solid is investigated.

However, transition behavior is not observed.


